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Purpose 
of this talk: 
 
Convince you 
we know how 
to build isoDAR 
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We are proposing to construct a new neutrino source

The steps involved in producing the flux are:

These map to the following pieces of apparatus:

_
“Proton” beam → Be → n →  captures on 7Li →  8Li →  νe

Ion source
Low energy transport to cyclotron
Injection
Cyclotron
Extraction region
Medium energy beam transport 
Target
Sleeve

Each has its own
challenges.
I’ll discuss how 
we have addressed
these.

“The Technical Facility”
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Details about the design:
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Details about the design:
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About 5 years of design work has gone into this.
Many groups have contributed! 
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Input from Accelerator Laboratories, especially:
INFN –Catania, INFN-Legnaro, Paul Scherrer Institut, RIKEN

Input from Cyclotron Companies, especially:
AIMA,  Best Cyclotron Systems,  IBA RadioPharma Solutions 

Substantial funding for R&D costs from:
NSF, MIT and foundations:  Bose, Heising-Simons. 

This work could not have been done without:
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Next funding step:
We are planning to submit a proposal 

to cover the neutrino source to the 
NSF midscale program.



Each of these three steps has had interesting challenges.
At this point, we have good, practical solutions!
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An additional 
complication:
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Laser scans of the Kamioka halls...
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H2
+ production ... Why?

Present machines 
inject p or H-

Instead,
we inject H2

+  

This is reduces the total electric charge of an injected bunch,
while accelerating the same number of protons.

For 5 mA of H2
+ accelerated,

we can have 10 mA of protons downstream, 
once the electron is stripped off.
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H2
+ production ... What’s needed?

Most ions are lost in the first “turn” of the cyclotron
because they hit material. (Phase acceptance 20-30 degrees)

To capture 5 mA with a conventional bunching system
we will need between 35 and 50 mA injected.

RF

RF

InflectorIn present injection
designs, you lose 
between 80% and
90% of the ions
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There is an 
existence proof
of an H2

+

ion source of 
sufficient 
intensity

We have built a similar source
with some improvements,
using funding from NSF.

You can visit the ion source this
afternoon, if you like!
(We won’t turn it on)

We can do that!

beam
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Also, we have a new approach to the transport that gives  
>90% efficiency for capture through RFQ-bunching

This was funded
as an NSF MRI.
We will initally run the 
RFQ at AIMA for studies.

Old idea (paper in 1981) waiting to happen. 
It required some recent developments with RFQs
Ours will be the first RFQ axial injection into a compact cyclotron!

radio frequency quadrupole
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Ours is unusual:
Large size due to rigidity of H2

+

The ion source injects into RFQ.
The RFQ injects into a “spiral inflector” in the cyclotron
(takes beam from vertical to horizontal plane)
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We built one and ran it at 
Best Cyclotron Systems,
funded by NSF EAGER.

} 6.2 mA(halo)
(halo+beam)

5.8/6.2 = 93.5%
    transmission 

With
Ion source + RFQ
+ spiral inflector,

we capture
enough beam!
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    Avoid beam losses on the 
     electrostatic extraction septum
     (protecting with a stripper foil,
     removing 50 µA of beam)

Intensity vs. position
in final 4 turns:

Without the foil:

RF

RF

17
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This is the beam energy and
intensity that pharmaceutical
companies need to produce
82Sr  à 82Rb.

Can we offset some cost of running,
by collaborating with a company
on producing 82Sr?

The 50 µA of extracted beam
from the foil can be used…

We are working on a white-paper on self-funding operations
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Now we are here.

We must take the beam 
from the cyclotron 
to the target @ 60 MeV. 

This will use a classic
“Medium Energy 
Beam Transport.”

Details will depend
on the layout in the 
caverns.
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Where the neutrinos
are produced:

a 9Be target
within a 
7Li sleeve

10 mA of protons at 60 MeV will reach...

Important sources of expertise: Bartoszek Engineering,  RIKEN
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The beryllium target:

600 kW painted across face ~ 16 cm diameter (~3 kW/cm2)

We have an
NSF grant
to study 
target cooling.
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We save considerable money with a new sleeve design
consisting of embedded Be balls in the 7Li.
(instead of opting for higher statistics, we opt for savings)
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Obtaining ~0.3 tons of 7Li
We can obtain the required 7Li from Russia via IsoFlex

But we are also coordinating 
with DOE as a potential source… 

From the FY18 DOE Budget:
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Shielding for 2 reasons:

#1 Don’t activate the mine! #2 No neutron background
in the detector!

2.5 m addresses
rock activation

Add an extra
2.5 m for 
additional
neutron 
absorption

Kamland’s 
oil buffer
is also a 
neutron
shield

We are proposing to work with Draper Labs
to find less thick shielding material.
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We have several options for sites,
here is our preferred layout – a new cavern at the midpoint,

off of an existing tunnel.

(This does not involve
blasting.    It uses 
an expanding grout to
crack rock.   This is a 
common method.)

The actual placement of 
target-to-detector is not
quite fixed.   Assume
16.0 m for now.



Conclusions 
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Conclusions about the design

We have a very solid design for a novel cyclotron 
that will produce 10 times the beam of commercial cyclotrons
and 3 times the beam of PSI.*

We pair this machine with a unique target/sleeve to produce 
20% of a mole of pure electron antineutrinos in 5 years.
Combined with KamLAND we produce ~1M IBD events.

This is a completely new opportunity for neutrino physics.
This also changes the game for research cyclotrons, 

for isotope production and for ADS technology.

We have a few “To-Do’s”  but..,,
We will be ready to apply for engineering/construction funds in 2018

*PSI has beam quality requirements that we do not have because they must make high-quality 
secondary beams.   Thus our machine is not applicable to their purpose.



Backup Slides 
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A measure of the strength of space charge 
is the generalized perveance:

Our perveance at injection matches what has been achieved:
5 mA,  70 keV of H2

+ =             2 mA, 30 keV of p
          (used in commercial cyclotrons)

Choosing H2
+  as vs. p or H-  

reduces space charge effects at injection:

Higher perveance = more problems at injection
This depends in charge, q, and on energy at injection.

i.e., design solutions already exist if we use 
H2

+ and inject at higher energy. 32
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The cyclotron driver…

5 mA of H2+…
x10 total protons  
of “on-market” machines 
(x5 the electrical current)
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How does the stripper foil help to 
protect the electrostatic septum?
(and what can you do with that beam?)



Extraction Process
+

_ Extraction  Channel

“Septum”
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Extraction Process
+

_

Nth turn

Extraction  Channel
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Extraction Process
+

_

(N+1)th turn

Extraction  Channel

ΔE
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Extraction Process

“Problem”
(120 W max)  

~.02% intercepted
on septum
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Extraction Process

stripper foil

H2
+

ProtonsNotice protons
cross the 
cyclotron
to exit!
That’s ok!
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Isotope 
production 
is the reason 
cyclotron 
companies 
want to work 
with us…

AIMA
have 
also have
expressed
interest

…
…

In fact, BEST requests to distribute
isotopes produced using our 
2nd generation test stand (7 MeV/n) 
to be built at INFN 

Isotope production while running
may sound crazy, but it isn’t…
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Why haven’t companies taken these steps before,
and already built 5 mA machines for isotope production?

They had missed the idea
of using H2

+ (Calabretta)

•  5 mA of protons or H- have significant space charge problems.
•  A proton beam cannot be divided for easy targeting.

(the H- and H2+ can be split w/ offset stripping foils)
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Are cyclotrons
Really the best
Option for 
Isotope
Decay-at-Rest?

arxiv: 1210.4454
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Selected
Useful 
References
On
IsoDAR


